Abstract. Shamir proposed the setbase approach as a means of improving security and privacy of the traditional biometric system. In this paper, we propose privacy-preserving drawer size standards for the biometric setbase. The proposal incorporates database privacy metrics such as k-anonymity and l-diversity into the definition of privacy-preserving drawer size standard for the biometric setbase. We also empirically evaluate the system reliability of the prototype setbase for the purpose of studying the trade-off values between the level of privacy protection and the level of system security.
Introduction
The setbase approach was proposed by Adi Shamir [6] (see also [2] ) as a means of improving security and privacy of the traditional biometric system. The traditional biometric database uses a one-to-one data linking between biometric data stored in the biometric database and personal information stored in the identity database. The setbase approach depends on the creation of drawers in which the biometric and personal data are stored. The linking between the identity and the corresponding biometric data takes places at the level of linking identical drawer IDs in the databases. Since each drawer contains multiple records, the identification of an identity is blurred which leads to privacy protection of an individual. With the number of drawers sufficiently large, the probability of an identity theft can be made negligible. Furthermore, the lack of cryptographic mechanisms in a setbase can be seen as another privacy virtue because we do not want to place too much trust in a single entity as for instance the owner of the cryptographic keys.
Given the theoretic interest of Shamir's proposal, there have been hitherto no studies in the literature on how practical shamir's scheme is. Specifically, one would like to know at least in theory:
1. Set of metrics capable of measuring the privacy level of the setbase approach. 2. Value ranges of the important setbase system parameters, such as the number of drawers and possible sizes of a drawer. 3. Impact of the setbase parameters on the level of database privacy.
The importance of choosing the appropriate drawer sizes in a setbase can be seen in the context of preserving privacy of individuals in a biometric database. To make things concrete, we explain the concept using the crime investigation example. In such a scenario, the investigator has gathered some generic information such as the sex, the age group, and the domicile region of a suspect. Furthermore, the investigator based on the biometric data (e.g. fingerprints collected at the crime scene) is able to locate the drawer in which a suspect is located. To identify the person, he must retrieve the identity of a suspect. If the drawer size is small, the investigator would have a little trouble in sieving out entries inside the drawer that satisfy his searching criteria. In the extreme case of a traditional biometric database (one-to-one biometric and identity association), the identity of a suspect would be revealed once a successful bio and identity matching is achieved. The increase of the drawer size would make an investigator's search more difficult. Thus strong privacy in a setbase requires a large drawer size. The downside of a large drawer size is that it would expose the system to a higher chance of drawer ID collision attacks (see section 3). The appropriate choices of the drawer size for a setbase require a judicious way of balancing between privacy and security.
Our Contribution
The starting point of our project is a prototype implementation of the biometric setbase in the context of studying its suitability for the integration with the French national identity cards. There had been many propositions in the French National Assembly advocating the protection of sensitive information such as those contained in the national identity cards [1, 5] . The main goal of our project is on the one hand to measure the feasibility of the setbase approach for a real world implementation, and on the other hand to quantify as accurately as possible how much privacy is enhanced by using the setbase approach.
In order to measure the privacy level of the setbase, we had to develop a drawer size standard that depends on a set of well known database privacy metrics. The current paper relies on the concept of k-anonymity and l-diversity as a means of measuring the privacy level of data tables contained in the database. Our study is based on the French population data released from National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies. The present study shows that the drawer size standard proposed in the paper permits feasible setbase solution for the integration with the traditional biometric database currently in use.
Paper Outline
The paper is organized as follows. The proposed privacy-preserving drawer size formula is presented in section 2. We evaluate the prototype system performance empirically in section 3. Section 4 provides a detailed analysis of the trade-off between security and privacy when deciding the drawer size.
Notation
We use the following notations throughout the paper:
N T : the number of drawers that is maintained by the system T T : the size of a drawer that is maintained by the system
Database Tracing Modeling
The aim of this section is to provide some reasonings behind the privacypreserving drawer size formula:
where T ol(k) is a linear function depending on the k-anonymity parameter (see [4, 3] for the definition). N expire is a fixed number that represents the number of expired entries in the drawer. It is a numerical parameter belonging to the drawers due to the definite expiration date of the biometric data. The value N expire is usually determined by the relevant government policies in the public domains. The random variable X represents the number of sequential searches required before one hits an identity record that satisfies the specified sex, age group, and domicile region criteria. The random variable X assumes a geometric distribution. And the expected value E(X) P is calculated from the default population distributions P s , P a ,P d on the sex, age group, and domicile region attributes inside the biometric identity database. We first introduce the required variables in modeling the identity tracing procedure during the biometric-identity matching procedure. The deduction of (1) takes place in section 2.3.
Database Related and Search Variables
The database related variables and the search variable are discrete random variables. They are summarized in Table 1 .
The random variable S represents the sex of an identity. It takes on two values 1 (male), and 2 (female) with the corresponding probabilities {p The random variable X represents the number of sequential searches required before one hits a personal record in the identity database that satisfies the specified sex, age group, and domicile region criteria. The search random variable X has a value range from 1 to the size of a drawer T T , and it assumes a discrete geometric distribution.
Anonymity Related Variables
The variables described in this section are related to the quantization of anonymity levels for a specific criterion. To guarantee the k-anonymity requirement for a specific criterion, we require that each specified criterion in the released table has at least k occurrences [3] . Table 3 summarizes the variables.
T ol s,a,d
: the minimum standard needed for achieving indistinguishability among people who satisfy the respective criterion. In order to achieve k-anonymity, one should have T ol s ≥ 2k, T ol a ≥ 8k, T ol d ≥ 101k. ω i : the weights associated with the variables T ol s , T ol a and T ol d respectively.
They represent the reliability of information held by an investigator. The weight ω i is normally set at 1 unless there are reliability issues on the information, which would lead ω i to a value strictly less than 1. The value ω i = 0 indicates that the specific criterion is not used in the investigation. T ol: the global value that represents the tolerance for all the criteria used in the investigation. It is defined as
We explain below the lower bound associated with each anonymity related T ols (see the variable description above). In the course of sequential searching for a 
where n is the number of searches, p the probability of a successful identification. The value p is determined by the probability associated with the particular search criterion. For practical calculations as used in deriving the lower bounds associated with T ol s , T ol a , T ol d , we have used a rough estimate p = 1/#Group, where #Group is the number of groups under a specific criterion.
Derivation of Formula (1)
We prove the privacy-preserving drawer size formula (1) in this section. To determine the drawer size T T , one must fix a priori a search scenario specifying the sex, age group, and domicile region criteria. For instance, the search profile contains the following information: sex S = i, age group A = j, domicile D = k, where i, j, k are fixed in their respective domains. Henceforth, the expected value E(X) P based on the default distributions P s , P a ,P d is
assuming a geometric distribution on the search random variable X. Thus, the number of persons in the drawer satisfying the condition (S = i; A = j; D = k) is expected to be about T
T/E(X). To preserve indistinguishability among the matched individuals, T T/E(X) must exceed the anonymity tolerance T ol(k): T T E(X) ≥ T ol(k) ⇐⇒ T T ≥ E(X) · T ol(k).
The formula (1) now follows if we let T T = E(X)·T ol(k). And one may obviously without loss of generality assume N expire = 0 in the proof.
Empirical Study of System Reliability

Attack Model
We present an attack model here, based on which the reliability of the system can be defined. In an identity theft scenario, the attacker assumes the identity of another person (or he hijacks the biometric data of another person). Presenting himself before the registration authority, the theoretical probability of his success in finding a match between the drawer ID of the identity and the drawer ID of the biometric data is:
and we define the system reliability as 1 − p. The lower attack probability is equivalent to a higher system reliability.
Test Methodology
Our confidence tests are based upon the attack model described above. The test is performed on the prototype setbase system. Specifically for a fixed population of 10,000 and a fixed number of drawers, we perform identity thefts at the registration authority, and record the number of attack successes. The test results are recorded in Table 4 . The theoretical attack rates are recorded in the second column. The observed attack rates are recorded in the third column. The observed attack rate is expressed as a ratio of the number of observed attack successes over the number of attack attempts. For the statistics generated in this section, we have performed attack attempts in the range of 1000 to 5000. The system reliability rates are obtained by subtracting the observed attack rates from 1. Figure 5 is a plot of the system reliability versus the number of drawers N T . The observed attack rates adhere to the theoretical attack rates. This indicates that the basic architecture of the prototype system is sound and corresponds to how it should be. The source of absolute deviation between the theoretical rates and observed rates stems from the system performance fluctuations, and the inherent system errors. 
Privacy versus Security
For sufficiently large population, the variables number of drawers (N T ) and size of a drawer (T T ) are related by
If we need privacy protection in the system, one possible solution would be to determine the minimum drawer size by means of formula (1). We then may adjust the number of drawers to reach a suitable system reliability level. We make this analysis rigorous in this section. Without consideration of privacy, we could chose a suitable N T based on the test results described in the previous section (Table 4) . We need the following data for carrying out the relational analysis: T T, NT , anonymity level k, attack probability, system reliability. Precisely, we first calculate the anonymity-preserving drawer size T T based on the general formula (1) . The next step is to calculate N T using the formula (5), and the corresponding attack probability is calculated using the single attempt attack model (4) . The reliability of the system is subsequently derived by subtracting the attack probability from 1.
We demonstrate the relation between T T and N T by studying the relation between the anonymity level variable k and the system reliability variable. Figure 1 and Figure 2 are two typical relational plots for the variables k and system reliability. Figure 1 reflects the entire range of k, 2 ≤ k ≤ 30. Figure 2 reflects the range k, 2 ≤ k ≤ 10 within which the highest system reliability rates occur. As can be been from the plots, the relation between k and system reliability is linear, inversely proportional. This fact again illustrates the underlying principle of the setbase: a stricter anonymity requirement (large k) requires a larger drawer size to be in place, that corresponds to a decrease on the number of drawers which in turn leads to a lower system reliability rate. 
Conclusion
We have in this paper proposed a privacy-preserving drawer size standard for the setbase. The standard incorporates well known data privacy metrics such as k-anonymity and l-diversity as part of the drawer size formulation. The mathematical formulation gives one the ability to adjust the drawer size according the desired level of privacy. The future research in this direction includes issues such as how one can incorporate other database privacy notions into the privacy-preserving drawer size standard.
